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Abstract 
Two problems related to the equation AX + XB = C are investigated. The first deals with the accuracy of the 
computed solution X. The second handles the stability aspects of the solution and discusses ways for computing the 
backward error. The results apply automatically to the special case when A = B T (Lyapunov equation). 
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I. Introduction 
The Sylvester's equation 
AX + XB = C (1) 
in which A, B and C are, respectively m x m, n × n and m x n matrices, appears frequently in 
the theory of linear dynamic systems in relation to problems of control and stability. It has a 
unique solution for X if 21(A) + 2j(B) # 0, where 2 stands for eigenvalue. The equation is solvable 
using algorithms available for the solution of linear equations, since it can be written in the 
form 
(A ® I + I ® B T) vec(X) = vec(C), (2) 
where vec(X) and vec(C) are vectors containing, respectively, all the elements of X and C arranged 
one row after the other, e.g., vec(X) = (xl l, x12,..., Xl,, x21, x22, ..., x : , )  T. This form defines the 
Kronecker product of two matrices, denoted by ® [2]. Hence, solving Sylvester's equation for X is 
equivalent to solving (2) for vec(X). Only, as A and B are of the order m and n, the number of linear 
equations rises to m × n. For matrices of high order, the algorithms become cumbersome and 
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time-consuming. But an equivalence can be set between Sylvester's equation and the problem 
T- IAT  T -x X S + T -1XSS -x BS  = T -1 CS,  (3) 
where T and S transform A and B into the Jordan form (Schiir form for unitary T and S) [1]. 
T-1XS is therefore asily found, wherefrom X could be evaluated. Further formulations of the 
problem can also be found [5]. 
2. Accuracy of the computed 
It depends on the machine precision eps and the sensitivity of the solution X to the relative 
changes in A, B and C. If the latter are subjected to perturbations fA, fB and fC, then from 
(A + fA) (X  + fX)  + (X + fX) (B  + fB)  = C + fC, one has 
A fX  + fiX B = fC  - 6A X - X fiB - fA  fiX - fiX fiB, (4) 
i.e., 
II A 6X + fiX B II ~ II fC  II + II X II(ll fh  II + II fn  II) + II fX  II (116A II + II fn  II). 
From Appendix B, 
ILZfX + 6xnt l  >~ min,,j I21(A) + 2j(B)I IlfX I1, 
k(T)kCS) 
(5) 
(6) 
k(T)  and k(S) being the condition umbers of the matrices T and S. For defective A and B, the 
above bound becomes more complicated. Thus, from 
(HAll + IIBLI)IIXI[ ~ IICII, (7) 
k(T)k(S)( l lh l l  + Ilnll) 
k(A,B) = mini.~ IA,(A) + Aj(B)I " (9) 
A more formal representation is 
II AX + XB II 
k(A, B) = sup , (10) 
IlXll=llyll=l [lAY + YBI[ 
we finally reach from (5) and (6) 
116Xll IIBII)min+,~lA,(Z)+Aj(n)l (IICII IIAII + IIBII 
- -  ~< (8) 
IlXll 1 - (llall + IIBli)mini, j~-  ~ 2+(B)lJ Ilall + IlBII 
provided that the product of the two brackets in the denominator is less than unity. It follows that 
the condition umber of the problem is given by 
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which is less in value than the foregoing expression, since 
sup II AS + XB I[ ~< II A rl + II n II (11) 
I IX t l  = I 
and 
inf IIAY + YBII >~ min 12/(h) + Xj(B)[/k(T)k(S) 
I [Y I I  = I i , j  
(12) 
with no possible equality for any X and Y. The latter infimum is termed according to Stewart 
1-10, 11-1, the separation between the two matrices A and B. A special case occurs when A and B are 
both normal, giving from Appendix B, for the Frobenius norm 
l[ AX + XB [[ maxi, j IA~(a) + Aj(B)I 
sup ~< (13) 
tlxtd=tlvH=l I IAY+ YBII min/,~ 12/(A) + 2j(n)l '  
since k2 (T) = k2 (S) = 1; T and S being both unitary, and with equality for the Lyapunov equation 
(B = A T, see Appendix C). For arbitrary matrices A and B, however, the condition number is 
obtained from the singular values, in fact 
max/ffi(A (~ I + I ® B r) 
k(A, B) = minl tri(A ® I + I ® BT) ' (14) 
a form which is in general expensive to calculate. 
Note that, starting from (4) with 6C =0,  
(X + 6X)JB. Using (6), we can also obtain 
we have AfX  + 6X B = -6A(X  + f iX ) -  
IlOXll k(T)k(S)(ll~hll + II~nll) ~< 
ItX + Ox [p min/,j 12/(A) + 2~(B)[ 
(15) 
Furthermore, if A and B are both normal, a previous result [7] follows as a special case, 
namely 
II 
IIX 
Now, 
II 6B II ~< 
II 
6X I[ J[ 6A [[ + I[ 6B [r 
~< (A, B normal, 6C = 0). (16) 
+ 6X[p mini,~ 12/(A) + 2~(B)l 
for the accuracy of the computed .~, it follows from (8), upon setting II 6A l[ ~< eps II A ]l, 
eps IIB [I neglecting the error in C, that 
- X II eps- k(A, B) 
.G< (17) 
X [I 1 - eps-k(A, B)" 
Therefore, the equation AX + XB = C is considered ill-conditioned if k(A, B) > 1/eps. Setting 
eps ~ 10 -t, necessitates from (9) that t must be greater than 
k(T)k(S)(IIA rl + Ilnll) 
loglo mini.i 12/(A) + 2j(B)I " (18) 
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3. Stability of )( 
A computed solution )( is considered compatible with the data uncertainties, or the system is 
computationally stable, if it satisfies a perturbed problem, namely: 
(A + 6A))( + .~(B + 3B) = C, (19) 
in which the backward errors 3A and 3B are of the order of the machine eps, that is 
16AI ~< epslZl, 16Bl ~< epslnl. (20) 
This problem can be studied in the general context of an interval triplet (A ~, B ~, C ~) by describing 
the set 2; comprising the totality of solutions to the interval Sylvester's equation 
AIX  + XB 1 = C l, (21) 
that is, by characterizing the set 
S = {X: AX + XB = C, A ~ A I, Be  B ~, C ~ C~}. (22) 
Taking A I = [A ¢ -- AA, A c + AA]  with centre value A ¢ and radius AA, entails that 
AIx  ~_ [hcX  - AAIXI ,  A~X + AAIX[] .  (23) 
Similar bounds can be obtained for XB ~. Thus, using a known result [-8], X E 2; only if 
AIX  + XB InC I # 0 (24) 
giving 
ACx + XB ~ - AA IX I  - IX IAB  <<. C ~ + AC, 
(25) 
ACx + XB ~ + AA IX I  + IX IAB >f C ~ - AC, 
or that finally 
IAcX  + XB c - C~I <~ AAIX I  + IX IAB + AC. (26) 
Thus, if X is a computed solution to the equations AX + XB = C, then it is considered stable, if 
under perturbations 13AI <~ AA, 13BI <<. AB in (19), where 
AA = epslAI, AB = epshBh, AC = epslCI, (27) 
the following bound on the residual is satisfied: 
IA-~ + .~B - CI ~< eps(IAI I.¢1 + IxI IBI + ICI). (28) 
Our task now reduces to finding 6A and fiB in (19). We have neglected 6C as it is easy to show that 
it is directly proportional to C times eps. Setting R A A Jr + .YB - C, it follows that 
R = no( lA  I IXI + I)fl Inl), (29) 
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where o denotes the Hadamard product (F = D o E entailsJ;j = dljeij) and H is a dense matrix given 
by 
hij = r~ff(lAI I g l  + I)?11nl),j (30) 
with Ih~jl <<, eps. From (19) 
gAg + XgB = -H°( IA I  I)?1 + IXI Inl), (31) 
which constitute m x n linear equations to solve for m 2 + n 2 unknowns, namely 3aij, i , j  = 1 . . . .  , m, 
6bij, i, j = 1 . . . .  , n, i.e., a set of indeterminate equations atisfied by different choices of 6A and 6B. 
For the special case in which )( is square nonsingular, however, one can take simply the convenient 
choice which is proport ional to the data 
6A = - [Ho(IAI  I)?1)])? -1, 
to satisfy (31), giving 
I~al ~< epslZl I)?11)~-11, 
6B = --)~-1 [Ho (I)?1 IB I ) ]  
16nl ~ eps I)?-11 I)?11BI 
(32) 
as possible bounds for the backward errors. And although in (27) one starts by assuming that the 
errors in the data (in floating-point) in the ideal situation, in which no round-off occurs during the 
entire solution process except when A and B are stored, are of the order of eps, it turns out 
eventually that the backward error is magnified by the quantity IXI I x-11, that is for 6A say 
I1 ~A II -< eps I[ A[I I/Igl I g -  11 II. (34) 
The quantity III)?1 I)?- 11 II is referred to as Skeel condition number [9], I-6, p. 84]. Thus unless )? is 
diagonal, the above condition number affects not only the accuracy of the computed solution of 
linear systems, but also their backward errors. This result is not new, for if B = 0, C = I, 
X represents the inverse of A. Thus if )( satisfies the system A)( = I + E with a bound on E as 
II E 111 ~<f(n, eps) II a II ~ II)? I[1 [6, p. 121], by taking E = - 6A)?, we realize that [16A [I is bounded 
by II g II II )?- 1 II. The above value for 8A assures that computational stability is satisfied indeed in 
rare cases. 
If Xe~ TM, however, it is not possible to take 6AX=-[Ho( IA I [ ) ? [ ) ]  and )?f iB= 
- [H o (1)( [ ] B I) ] for consistency of these two equations cannot be simultaneously satisfied; for one 
thing, one of them becomes indeterminate while the other overdetermined. Eq. (31) must be 
regarded, therefore, as a set of m x n indeterminate equations in the m 2 + n 2 unknown elements of 
6A and fiB. Writing (31) in the form 
[vec(6A)-] 
[I  ® )?~':)? ® I ]  [_vec(fB)J = -vec(R),  (35) 
it is clear that the equations are consistent in virtue of(31). And by defining a generalized inverse for 
the matrix in (35), e.g., for a matrix W say, an inverse W i such that W W i W = W, we have 
I ..]_ ggi)-I ® gi T 1 
[ I®)? t l ) ?®I ] i=  a-!'~I'®(I +)?T)? i~) - l J ,  (36) 
(33) 
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where )~)~i)~ = .~, and it follows from I-4] that 
vec(fA) )~T I 
vec(fe)_] = [ I® ) (@ I] ivec(R) +( I  - [I ® ) (T I ) (® I ] i  
Fvec(Z1)-I (37) 
[I ® £T!£ ® i]) I vec(Z2)/' 
where Z1 and Z2 are arbitrary. Equivalently 
6A = --(I + ££ i ) -1R£ i  + Zl _ (I + ££ i ) -1Z  1 ££ i__  (I + £$ i ) -1£z2£ i  ' 
fB = - -£ iR( I  + £ i£) -  1 _ £ iz~£(  I + )~i)~)- ~ + Z2 - -  £ i£z2( /  -I- £ i£ ) -  1 (38) 
yielding different choices for fA and lB. For instance upon the choice Z~ = 0, Z2 = 0, 
6A = - ( I  + ) ( ) ( i ) -  1R)(i, 6B = -£ iR( I  + )~i)~)-  1, (39) 
which, for a nonsingular £,  gives 
fA = -½1-H°( IA I I£ I  + I)?l lnl)q)f -x, 
fiB = -½)(-~1-Ho(IAI  I£1 + 1211BI)]£ -~ (40) 
A possible choice also for a nonsingular £ is Z1 = [H o (I X I I B I)] )( - 1, Z2 = X-  11-H o (I A ] I)( ])] to 
A .  
give (32). Nevertheless, it is clear that the backward error is affected by X'. For this reason, we try to 
minimize ]l fA II and [I fB II by choosing as a generalized inverse the Penrose-Moore inverse of the 
matrix in (35). Thus 
Ivec( fA)q]  ~<l l [ l® 11211vec(R)l12 (41) ®I ]+ 
vec(fB)]  2 ' ' 
i.e., 
x/[I 3A 1[ 2 + II fn  II ~ ~< 
HRIIF 
O'min [I ® )(TI,)( ® I ] 
IIA lie 4-IIBI[F 
~< eps .~min(i  (~))~T£ -4- ££T  ~) I3 I[ £ liE 
~< eps IIAIIF + IIBIIF 
~/-2~mi.(S) IIX liE. 
For the special case B = A T (Lyapunov equation), X is symmetric and 
II a liE II X lie 
II 6A IIF ~ eps mini 12i(-~)1 
gives a better bound than that of (34), because mini I&(£)l > [I X -  x II- 1. 
(42) 
(43) 
. 
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A posteriori analysis 
It estimates the accuracy of the computed solution )( from the residual R. Writing 
R ~ A.~ + 2B -- C = A(X  + f iX) + (X  + fX)B  - C 
= AfX  + fXB 
and from 
IIRII = l i a rs  + fx  n[I 
we obtain 
iifxiimin~,jl2~(h) + 2j(B)[ 
k(T)k(S) 
(44) 
(45) 
k(T)k(S) IIR II 
I1 fiX II <~ min,.j 121(A) + 2j(B)[' (46) 
being another way of rewriting (6). This bound has the disadvantage that it uses a collective norm 
for fX,  moreover, k(T) and k(S) can be large and unless A and B are normal, one would expect 
a loose bound. Instead, upon writing (44) in the form 
i.e., 
T-1ATT- l  fXS  + T - l  fXSS-X  BS = T-1RS,  
AAT- l fXS  + T - l fXSAB = T - IRS ,  
we obtain that 
IT-1RSI >1 min I2,(A) + 2~(B)I'IT-I fX  SI 
i , j  
or that 
[ T II T - 1RSIIS- 'l ~ min 12,(A) + 2j(B)I" I fXl 
i , j  
giving 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
or finally 
IIITIIT-11II IIISllS-llll IIRII 
I f x  I ~< , (52) 
mini.j [2i(A) + 2j(B)[ 
where ks(T)= [IITII T - l [  II and ks(S)= II I Sl IS-1111 are Skeel condition numbers for T and S, 
respectively. 
ITIIT-111RIISIIS-11 
I,fXl ~< (51) 
minij 12i(Z) + 2j(B)I 
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Now, assuming that the computed )( is stable, it follows from (28) that 
ks(T)ks(S) II ,~x II ~< eps (53) 
112 I~-  min,,j 12,(a) + ~j(n)l (IIAH + Ilnl[). 
5. Iterative refinement 
The residual R can be used to ammeliorate the solution of Sylvester's equation using an iterative 
improvement technique similar to the famous one used in linear equations' solvers. The steps are: 
(1) solve AX + XB = C to obtain X, 
(2) compute the residual R = AX + XB - C in double precision, 
(3) solve A Y + YB = R,  
(4) X = X - Y, return to step 2. 
Obviously, to prove the convergence of the above scheme, one can directly use the equivalence (2) 
to linear equations. The proof we give is independent of the algorithm to compute X. The above 
scheme suffers from the same drawbacks of iterative improvements echniques, in that it needs 
a mixed precision machine as well as the need to solve the equations everal times. However one 
can store a Hessenberg-Schur form of the matrices A and B once step 1 is executed. 
To prove that the iterate X k tends to X, we use step 3 and incorporate the error in solving for 
Y in the new matrices .4 and/3. Thus, 
AY + YB = AX k + XkB -- C, (54) 
where Y = X k - X *÷ 1, hence 
AX k+l  -q- Sk+ln  = (Z  - A)X  k q- sk (n  - B) + C. (55) 
We prove that X k ~ X .  Setting .4 - A = 6A and/~ - B = fiB, we get from subtracting (55) from 
.4X  + XB = fAX + X 6B + C, (56) 
the following sequence 
Z(X  1 -- X )  71- (X 1 - X )B  = 6A(X  ° -- X )  + (X  ° -- X )6B,  
A(X  2 --  X )  + (X 2 - X) /~ -- ¢~A(X 1 - X )  + (X  1 - X)t~B, (57) 
etc. 
Using the bound in (6), 
IIX' -X l l  ~ ILA(X x -x )  +(x '  - x)/~ll 
k(T)k (S)  
mini, i I2i(A) + 2j(/3)1 
k(T)k (S)  
II x ° - x I1(116A II + II 6B II) 
mini,) [2i(A) + 2j(/3)1' 
likewise 
IlX 2 -x tk  ~ IlX ° -X I I ( I I~AI I  + II~BII) 2 k2(T)k2(S) 
(mini,j I2i(A) + 2~(/~)1) 2' 
(58) 
(59) 
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in general 
II x "  - x II ~ II x ° - x I I ( I I ,~A II -4- 11,SB II)" 
which proves that X" ~ X, having that 
k(T)k (S)  
(H ,~A II + II ,~a II) 
mini,j I)~i(A) + Aj(/~)l 
k"(T)k" (g)  
(min,.~ 12,(,4) + 2s(/~)l)"' 
= eps" k(A, B) < 1. 
(60) 
(61) 
Appendix A 
For the Frobenius-norm I[ " liE/fA, B ~ C "×~ 
IIABIIF ~< Ilall211nlIF. 
Proof. Let AB = C, i.e., 
(A ® I) vec(B) = vec(C). 
Therefore, 
[IABIIF = Ilvec(C)ll2 ~< [IA ®I112 Ilvec(n)ll2 
= IIAII211BIIF. [] 
Likewise, 
IIAB[IF i> 113 -1112 -I [[BI[F. 
Appendix B 
Let A and B be nondefective, i.e. T-1AT = AA, S -1BS = An where AA and AB are the diagonal 
matrices of their eigenvalues, then 
AX + XB = TAA T - 1X + XSABS-  1 
= T (AAX '  + X 'As )S  -1, T -1XS = X',  
[ jAX+XB[I I ,~,F>~ l[ T-1 i[111 -1 ~,21[ S "1!- 1,~,F - 111,oo,211AAX' x 'aa l l  
-1  -1  t> I[ T-~ 111.~,2 IIS 111,oo,2 minl21(a)+Ay(n) l l lX ' l l l ,  ~,F 
i , j  
-1  -1  - I  t> II T - I  1I~,®.21IS liT 111.~,2 111,oo.2 II X [/1.o~.F 
-1  
• 118 -1111.o,2 min [21(A) + ).j(B)I 
i , j  
min I2,(A) + 2s(B)l I[X IIl,oo.v/k(Th,oo,2k(Sh.o~.2, 
i , j  
11"112 are induced matrix norms. 
>~ 
in which ]1" [11, 1['11oo and 
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Likewise, 
IIAX + XBlll,o~,F <<. max I&(A) + 2AB)I IIX II~,~,vk(T)l,~,2k(Sh,o~,2. 
i,j 
Appendix C 
From vec(AX + XB) = (A ® I + I ® BT)vec(X), 
sup IIAX + XBIIF = sup II(a @ I + I @ nT)vec(X)ll2 
II X l] F = 1 II vec(X)112 =1 
=[ l (a@I+I®nw) l l2 .  
Likewise, 
inf 
IIXIl~ = 1 
-1 II AX + XB II F = II (A ® I + I ® n T) -  x II 2 
For the special situation in which A is normal and B = A T, 
K(A, A T) = maxk ak(A @ I + I ® A) 
mink ak(A @ I + I @ A) 
maxk 12k(A ® I + I ® A)[ 
mink IAk(A ® I + I ® A)L 
= maxij  121(A) + 2~(A)I 
min, 4 12i(A) + 2AA)I " 
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